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SUMMARY: With the accumulation of teaching experience and the summary of the teaching process in the teaching of medical colleges and universities, the course “Normal Human Morphology” has been basically on the right track in undergraduate education. However, most of the colleges and universities in China still use the traditional teaching mode, and the evaluation of students’ learning effects and teacher teaching still follows the method of final evaluation. This method is not conducive to students’ timely understanding of self-stage learning effects. It will affect the teacher’s adjustment (or solution) to the specific links (or problems) that appear in the teaching process. The establishment of the mixed teaching model and formative evaluation system can solve the problems of the two to some extent.
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INTRODUCTION

"Normal Human Morphology" is widely practiced in most medical schools in China as a fusion course. The course is based on the integration of human anatomy and two courses of histology and embryology. This course has begun to take shape from the initial formal integration, to the interspersed integration, to the overall integration of the curriculum (Na, 2008; Chen et al., 2013). With the rapid development of network technology, the use of new technologies and new methods has quietly changed the teaching mode. In the past, the traditional teaching mode was gradually affected by the new teaching mode. "Normal Human Morphology" is also used in the teaching process to apply a variety of new teaching methods, such as Cloud Board, Internet +, DBL, flip classroom, etc., but most of them are only a part of the course of disassembly and single teaching. The addition of means cannot satisfy students' mastery and understanding of the knowledge system. The concept of the hybrid teaching model is proposed (Xu et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2017).

Development of a mixed teaching model: The development of mixed teaching is derived from the combination of the original traditional face-to-face teaching mode and the simple online teaching mode (He, 2005). The traditional teaching mode has the disadvantages of supplementing new knowledge and poor concrete display of abstract concepts, while the simple online teaching mode is not enough in terms of student supervision, classroom feedback, and knowledge system coherence. The development of the hybrid teaching model can compensate and solve different degrees of problems in the development of these two teaching modes. The mixed teaching mode is based on the traditional face-to-face teaching mode, using computer, mobile phone, Internet and other technologies to integrate digital teaching content, plus extracurricular knowledge and virtual digital laboratory development, the instructor will "normal human body Morphology" guides students to complete the compulsory content specified in the syllabus during class, and at the same time gives students the extracurricular learning content that the students need to complete the online course, and finally allows the students to complete the course majors under the guidance of the teacher. Master and explore the learning content related to this course. Complete the construction of the knowledge
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system online, and complete the expansion of the course under the line, but this is not a simple addition of the two, but the use of information and communication technology and the Internet platform while improving the level of conciseness of the instructors. Let the Internet and the medical profession deep integration, thus creating a new ecosystem of new developmental medical teaching models. The formation process of the hybrid teaching model course: the analysis of the knowledge needs of students and teachers, the analysis of the current situation of the curriculum, the integration of theoretical courses, the improvement of the online curriculum, and the promotion of the course lasted for 8 years (Lü et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2017).

The establishment of formative evaluation: Formative evaluation is a complete evaluation system composed of students' demand feedback, staged learning feedback, teaching feedback and final evaluation in the whole process of "Normal Human Morphology." Through this stage, the teacher can be based on the student stage. Sexual learning feedback and knowledge mastery and interest, etc., timely adjust the teaching progress, teaching mode and other methods of teaching methods suitable for students to receive and master (Yang, 2007). That is, the questionnaire will be distributed before the start of the first class to understand the content of the students' desire to learn, the way to receive the lessons, and the level of understanding of the course, so that the instructors can do well before preparing for the lesson and teaching. Adequate preparation; set up information staff in the class, timely feedback on the knowledge that the students in the same class do not understand, and the way the teacher teaches, and put it through the whole process of teaching; after the start of the class, each class is in front of the class. The knowledge learned in the course is tested as a normal test (about 5 %); the teacher needs a paperless test (about 10 %) in the mid-term exam, and then analyzes the grades of the course to understand the weak links of the students' learning; At the end of the semester, students will be surveyed on the appropriateness of the teaching methods taught by the teachers, the acceptance of the curriculum, and opinions and suggestions for the course. The final exam will be conducted in an oral exam (about 60 %) + written exam (about 15 %) + practical skills (about 10 %).

The control group is the class that ends the evaluation using the traditional teaching mode (the nursing degree of the course that has been carried out in the past 10 years, that is, grade 2009-2016), and the scores of the failed students are excluded. After collecting the data, it is tested for normality and homogeneity of variance (excluding the class that does not obey the normal distribution), and the variance analysis of the single-factor multiple comparison of the grades of the grades that are subject to the distribution of the positive and the grades of the "2016 normal human morphology" (at a level of a = 0.05). A total of 15 classes, 6 grades, of which 09 grade-11 is the curriculum development stage (teaching in the traditional teaching mode); 14 grade-15 is the curriculum integration phase (teaching in the mixed teaching mode); 16 is the course Development stage (mixed teaching + formative evaluation teaching mode teaching).

RESULTS

The results are shown in Tables I and II. At the same time, the statistical analysis results of the questionnaires on the self-learning evaluation and the new teaching mode survey of the "normal human morphology" course of the 2016 students at the end of the semester are shown in Table III.

The formation stage score is 67.55±12.72, the fusion stage score is 72.79±10.93, and the development stage score is 83.94±9.58. The scores of the three stages are normal test. The P value is greater than 0.05 (according to the level of >=0.05): formation Phase P=0.054, fusion phase P=0.061, development phase P=0.093, and it is considered that the three-stage performance approximates the positive distribution. The homogeneity test of variance is P=0.019. According to the level of >=0.05, the variance of the three stages cannot be considered as the same. Therefore, Tamhane's T2 and Dunnett's test can be used to obtain the P value of the normal human morphological comprehensive analysis of each stage. (According to the level of <=0.05), it is considered that the difference between the two-stage comprehensive scores is statistically significant.

DISCUSSION

The comparison of the traditional teaching mode + formative evaluation teaching method and the mixed teaching mode + formative evaluation teaching method in the actual teaching can provide a basis for the application of the new teaching mode of other fusion courses in the future. By comparing the statistical analysis of the comprehensive scores of the two-stage scores, it is considered that the difference between the two-stage scores is statistically significant.
scores of students at different stages of the formation process of the course of the normal human morphology of the nursing profession, the overall mixed teaching model + formative evaluation pilot grade is slightly better than the non-pilot grade: curriculum development The stage performance is better than the course integration stage, and the course integration stage is better than the course formation stage. The overall development of the curriculum is becoming more and more mature. The new teaching mode is helpful to students who do not like to review in the normal learning mechanism. The change of the teaching method of the instructor makes the construction of the student's knowledge system relatively complete, and the full use of the classroom time enables the instructor to better and more clearly present the key difficulties and the framework of the course context; the content of the online course after class The layout is more comprehensive and enriches the content of this course. At the same time, it also leaves valuable classroom time to the students to master the key knowledge of the outline. However, because only one of the pilot grades may have certain limitations, and the determinants of students' higher grades are derived from the subjective judgments of the instructors and the examiners at the oral exams, as well as the uneven quality of students in each grade. The transformation of the new teaching model makes the curriculum still have some places to be explored in the initial evaluation, and the promotion of the hybrid human teaching model + formative evaluation teaching method in the future is also worthwhile to improve.
Based on the characteristics of the integration of the "normal human morphology" course, the transformation and evaluation of the teaching mode is an urgent problem to be solved at this stage. The concept of "mixed teaching mode + formative evaluation" can solve this problem to some extent (He et al., 2016). Mixed teaching is a combination of a variety of teaching methods and the whole process of teaching the same course. Mixed teaching can improve the teaching method in the teaching mode, and a mixture of multiple means, multiple ways and multiple methods to make up defects in teaching by a single means. Formative evaluation is to evaluate and feedback the development of things in the process of development or occurrence. The use of formative evaluation in the teaching process can help the instructors to understand the dynamics of students' knowledge and whether the specific teaching methods are used properly. To help students understand the recent learning situation and help teachers adjust the teaching methods in a timely manner. The new teaching mode of "mixed teaching mode + formative evaluation" enables teachers to apply new teaching methods to the course teaching in the teaching process, while formative evaluation can provide timely feedback in the process of teachers using the new teaching mode. The degree to which students adapt to new teaching methods and how to master knowledge of such methods. The long-standing traditional teaching mode has many flaws under the influence of the final evaluation, and the application of the new teaching mode allows the instructors to adjust the teaching plan according to the feedback of the students' staged learning in a timely manner, tailored to the way students receive. Develop a teaching method for it.
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RESUMEN: Con la mayor experiencia de los docentes y del proceso de aprendizaje en la enseñanza de facultades y universidades de medicina, el curso "Morfología Humana Normal" básicamente ha seguido una metodología correcta en la educación de pregrafo. Sin embargo, la mayoría de los colegios y universidades en China aún utilizan el modelo de enseñanza tradicional, por lo cual, la evaluación de los efectos de aprendizaje de los estudiantes junto con la enseñanza docente, a la fecha, sigue el método de una evaluación final. Este método no es propicio para la comprensión oportunamente por parte de los alumnos, en la etapa del auto-aprendizaje, ya que afecta la adaptación (o solución) del profesor a los enlaces (o problemas) específicos que aparecen en el proceso de enseñanza. El establecimiento de un modelo de enseñanza mixta y un sistema de evaluación formativa en cierta medida podrían resolver ambos problemas.
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